
Tools needed:
• Ratchet or nut driver set
• Phillips Screwdriver
• Razor Knife
• Assistant

Instructions for Unpacking
The G-TOUR-LCDLIFT-50P is packaged on a rugged shipping pallet to protect the casters during shipping. 
1)    Using a razor knife, cut away straps that hold the cardboard cover on the case
2)    Be careful to cut away from the box as to not pierce the box and damage the exterior of the case.
3)    The main body of the cardboard will then lift off the case.
4)    Then the entire case must be lifted off the shipping pallet to free the casters and the case from its  
        packaging.

Instructions for Mounting
WARNING!!!! Do not remove “Lock Block” and or activate the red release mechanism prior to mounting 
the screen onto the lift.
1)   Lock wheels for stability during screen mounting
2)   Remove lid

 

4)   Mount (2) parallel mounting  
       rails to rear of your screen

5)   With the help of an assistant, lift screen onto  
       the universal mount which is already  
       mounted to the Case Lift Mechanism.

 

7)   Tighten restraining bolts on mounting rail  
       to prevent screen from lifting away from  
       universal mount.

G-TOUR-LCDLIFT-50P 
Assembly Instructions

6)   Center screen in desired position
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3)   Locate mounting hardware in lower left  
      section of case. Hardware is held in case  
      with laptop tray storage straps



Operating Instructions
1)   Remove “Lock Block” by removing lock bolt.
2)   With left hand, push lift mechanism down 3 to 4 inches by using the “cross bar” handle  
       on the rear of the mount.
3)   Then while holding mechanism down, press the red release lever and hold it down
4)   Release the “cross bar” handle
5)   Once the lift begins to rise, then you may release the red release lever.
6)   The lift will default to its highest position

7)   Using the “cross bar” handle, you can adjust the height by pulling the lift downward  
      until a “click” is heard.

For more information on this or any other Gator Cases product go to www.gatorcases.com
or call customer service at 813-221-4191
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